DevOps Engineer Internship

LetsGetChecked is fast becoming a global leader in personal health testing. Our medical technology platform provides connectivity between customers and our global network of laboratories. We are enabling customers to order, manage and track their own clinical outcomes through a personal online account.

On the back of a massively successful Series D funding round, we are now the latest Irish tech company to achieve unicorn status.

Due to this continued success and growth, we are looking for Devops Engineer Interns to join our exciting high growth company. We want people that are hardworking, self-motivated and with attention to detail, to join us to continue to drive our business forward.

Covid testing pushes LetsGetChecked to €1bn valuation

What are the role responsibilities?

- Automate everything
- Support the rest of the engineering team in growing and maintaining the Infrastructure as code / Continuous Integration / Continuous Delivery
- Work closely with developers to guide and help solve problems
- Monitoring of cloud environments (creating new alerts, creating dashboards, displaying them on screens, etc)
- Propose improvements and be able to implement them
- We work with our teams to maintain SLOs / SLAs and define SLIs

What are the requirements?

- Proficiency in systems scripting languages like Powershell and Bash
- Experience with Python, Groovy, Ruby (desired)
- Exposure to cloud platforms, AWS / GCE / Azure (ideally AWS)
- Windows Server and Linux
- Exposure to PAS,SAS concepts
- Exposure to Docker/Kubernetes (desired)
- Ability to quickly learn new or unfamiliar technology and products using documentation and internet resources
- Familiarity with the stack in use is an advantage (.NET, Packer, Terraform, AppVeyor, Vault, Saltstack)